This TIREMAAX® controller is factorypreset to a cold inflation pressure of:

85 psi

If the indicator lamp remains on continuously for more than 10 minutes, one or more tires may be low or the system requires service. In the event of a system leak, set the trailer park brake, then close the controller supply valve.

NOTE: If equipped with TIREMAAX PRO, while trailer park brakes are set, lamp operation is disabled and no delivery pressure is present.

For complete service details, refer to Hendrickson publication T51002, TIREMAAX Installation, Service and Troubleshooting Procedures or call the Hendrickson Technical Services Department in the United States and Canada at 866-RIDEAIR (743-3247).

This article is covered by at least one or more U.S. and/or foreign patents and/or pending U.S. and/or foreign patent applications posted at www.Hendrickson-intl.com/patents.